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A: What you see in the HTML is pure text. The fact that you see text in an HTML document when you read it with
your web browser means that the data's been converted to HTML. If you want to see the raw data, look at the

HTML source and find the actual byte-code that was converted to HTML. You want to see the byte-code: Find the
byte-code Download the byte-code Find a way to work the byte-code into ASCII Hope this helps. Refreshing

Cleaning Tips For the Holiday Season People always want to look their best and you can help them do so just by
providing them with clean clothes. You can have them look their best by simply cleaning their clothes in your

washing machine instead of throwing them in the dryer and they will smell fresh for much longer. Here are a few
more tips that you can use to get your home smelling great this holiday season. Wash Clothes before Putting Them

in the Dryer You will be shocked how much better your clothes will smell if you wash them first. As you know,
detergents break down the dirt and fiber in the fabric, and when you add them to the dryer, they will dry out the
clothes. If you wash the clothes first, they will absorb the detergent more quickly. A lot of people have a clothes

dryer that does not do a good job drying clothes but it is worth it to have your clothes dry faster. Use Only
Washcloths for Washing Using only washcloths is a very effective way to clean, and you can easily make your own
out of paper or cotton balls. Simply place a washcloth in the wash liquid, rub, and let it dry. You can then throw the

washcloth in the trash instead of using a paper towel to dry your clothes. If you wash your clothes inside your
home, then use a cloth towel only for drying. These towels will absorb too much water to be used with any laundry

detergent as well as your clothes. A cloth towel will maintain its shape and not stretch out like a towel made of
fabric. Fluff Your Clothes More Fluffing your clothes is one of the best ways to get them to look and feel good again
after cleaning. You can use your hands to fluff the clothes. Just grab a handful of clothes and shake them up and

down. Using your hands is a great way to clean e79caf774b

Category:Energy conservation in buildings Category:Building engineering Category:Residential heating Erdogan’s
authoritarianism is making the peace process more difficult in the country, with officials demanding that he be
given greater control over the negotiations and undermining the chance to explore issues through the political

process. Erdogan’s ascendance, designed to ensure that a truly democratic future for Turkey lies behind him, has
deepened the crisis at home. While the conflict in Syria has made the need for access to peace talks greater than
ever, both the government and the opposition are still held captive by the past; the blame game for the coup, as
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well as the circumstances that led to it, shows no signs of letting up. With Turkey split between warring factions,
the country is in the midst of a serious economic and political crisis. While the worst of the crisis seems to be over,

the country has still only partially turned its attention back to Turkey. For the past year, the country has been
consumed with both militancy and tension. It has been at the very center of the Syrian crisis, home to refugees
and a critical crossroads for economic traffic. For the country, this situation has meant more than just economic

problems, though they certainly have a hand in that as well. Since 2012, the ruling Justice and Development Party
(AKP) has been waging a war against an “armed terror organization” that they accuse of being atheist and not
connected to the nation-state. The war has involved a military intervention in Syria as well as a crackdown at

home. The AKP has lost many of the public’s confidence for the first time in nearly a decade; Erdogan’s approval
rating is hovering around 50%, and the rate of support for the president is declining across the board. The coup
has, in the eyes of most Turks, laid bare the true nature of Erdogan’s leadership, revealing an authoritarian rule
that threatens the very fabric of the state. Yet the coup has had a lasting effect on how Turkish citizens and non-

citizens will identify with the state. For the public, this result is hardly surprising. Turkey’s recently wounded
democracy has an extremely negative image as a result of more than a decade of constant repression, with the

notable exception of a brief and illusory period of “reform” that was quickly followed by a refusal to pursue political
opponents that is, in fact, the only way to keep a democracy strong.
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External links Estabelecimentos Urbanos - Energy Performance of Buildings in Portugal International Energy
Agency - Energy Efficiency Reference Manual - Building Energy Codes and Analysis Methodologies European Guide

to Energy Performance of Buildings and Climates - General rules and a fully referenced guidance manual
Category:Building engineering Category:Construction Category:European Union and science and technology

Category:Government documents of the European Union Category:Energy conservation Category:Energy in the
European Union Category:Energy efficiency in Europe Category:Energy lawDebate Campaign note The Labour

Party is campaigning for equal marriage and campaigning for full civil rights for LGBT people in Northern Ireland.
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Northern Ireland doesn’t have full civil rights for LGBT people and equal marriage is the first step towards full civil
rights. It would remove the cause of division between Northern Ireland and Great Britain, the Motherland. Northern

Ireland also has the highest rates of HIV, and the rate of gay men being diagnosed with HIV is 2.5 times higher
than in Great Britain. We want to bring LGBT rights to Northern Ireland. People in Northern Ireland are not in a

better position with respect to equal marriage than people in the rest of the UK. In Northern Ireland, 25% of the
population are Catholic and the Church leadership’s views are deeply homophobic. We believe that although

religious views should be respected, they should not be in conflict with equality and equality is not a matter of
religion, it is a matter of humanity. Labour believes that all human beings regardless of race, sexuality, or religion

deserve the right to marry. Marriage is the building block of family life and is the foundation of the social,
emotional, and spiritual wellbeing of the individuals, families, and communities that make up society. LGBT people
have spent the last century in fear and in hiding but also have undergone tremendous advances. Gay marriage is
not only about LGBT people, it is about all of us. The fact that so many countries in the world are moving towards
marriage equality demonstrates that LGBT people are equal and deserve to be treated as such. It is important to
note that the equal marriage debate in Northern Ireland is not over the legalisation of same sex marriage. The

equal marriage debate in Northern Ireland is over the rights of LGBT people. We are concerned with the rights of
LGBT people and that means that whether same sex marriage is legalised in Northern Ireland or not, is irrelevant

to the issue. We must ensure that marriage equality
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